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Sky Window
LED recessed/over cabinet ceiling luminaire with daylight control  Sky Window 600 x 600mm 112W incl. milled frame

 

 

 

Description:
Daylight has a huge impact on our well-being. However, due to building
regulations, it is often not possible to integrate windows in certain rooms.
In these places, the Sky Window daylight panel still brings sunshine. The
daylight ambience with Sky Window is realised by the simulated
illuminated 3D sky and the switchable solar radiation. This creates
amazingly realistic daylight effects.

Connection:  220 - 240V / 50 - 60Hz
Life:  L70/B10 >= 50.000 h
Light colour:  2700 – 5000 K (Dynamic) adjustable
Beam angle:  20°
Colour rendering: Ra/CRI >= 95
Symbols:  CE, MM, UGR<19, SK I
EAN-No.:  4051268197656
Weight:  12 kg

Special features:
Daylight has a huge impact on the well- being. Sky Window brings
sunshine wherever it is needed.
Create natural daylight indoor, thanks to full spectrum LEDs (Sunlike-
LED) and a smart daylight control.
The daylight ambience is realized by the simulated and illuminated 3D
sky and the switchable solar radiation. Amazing real daylight effects
can be achieved.
Due to the used Sunlike-LED, the colour rendering is Ra > 95, the
same applies to the R9 value.
The colour appearance can be adjusted continously from 2.500K to
10.000K via app.
The smart light control enables the 24 hour rhythm and if necessary
even analogously to the different time zones worldwide.
Up to 64 Sky Window luminaires can be controlled and switched in
parallel.
Suitable for screen workplaces! (UGR < 19)

 Sky Window 112W

20° Ø max.

1,0m 340 4880 lx

2,0m 680 1220 lx

3,0m 1020 542 lx

4,0m 1360 305 lx

5,0m 1700 195 lx

Order number:
20203061002

limited availability

available versions
Choose from the options below. The currently selected one is highlighted in color.

article number description protection class safety class
20203061002 Sky Window 600 x 600mm 112W incl. milled frame SK1 IP50
20203061001 Sky Window 1200 x 600mm 250W SK1 IP50
20201016602 Milled frame Sky Window 1200 x 600mm - -
20201016612 Mounting frame Sky Window 1200 x 600mm - -
20805005021 Control Panel Sky Window SK1 IP20


